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A Quick Introduction

 Oracle ACE Director Alumnus

 Curriculum author and primary program instructor at University of Washington

 Consultant: Harvard University

 Principal Adviser: Meta7 a Sirius Company
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Meta7 In Forbes Magazine
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When I was growing up my parents taught me to not 
just pay attention to what was said ...

But to pay attention to what was not said

What "should have been said" but was not
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If Maxwell House Coffee is "good to the last drop"

Perhaps you shouldn't drink that last drop?
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Perhaps We Should Apply That Lesson To Oracle

Does anyone doubt they can do it?
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Channeling Oracle OpenWorld 2017
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The Threat Map (1:3)

There are a variety of threats to our data, our databases, 
and our organizations

We have been dealing with these issues for decades
 Stability

 Security

 Scalability

 Performance
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The Threat Map (2:3)

The solution Oracle has chosen is Machine Learning
 Not Artificial Intelligence ... but "Machine Learning"

 "We do everything we can to avoid human intervention" (L/E)

The "cold war" has moved from the military to our computers

We are the front line ... and while there is no blood and there aren't 
any burning buildings ... make no mistake about it ... this is 
escalating, and our ability to pretend that we are not on the front, line 
is evaporating
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Our People versus Their Computers
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It Must Be "Our Computers" vs "Their Computers"

Anyone want to play chess with Deep Blue?

Anyone want to take a shot at AlphaGo?
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The Threat Map (3:3)

The threat is not a bunch of 20 year old script kiddies

If the threat is an organized crime family you will find your 
data being sold on the dark web

If the threat is a nation-state you will find your data being 
used to attack your country, your community, your family
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Pay Attention To What's Not Being Said

Has any organizations that was the target of a major breach 
failed an audit?

Has any organization that was the target of a major breach 
configured all default security options?

Has any organization that was the target of a major breach 
applied all available and relevant security patches?
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The Way We Patch Systems is a Guarantee of Failure

Most data thefts have occurred after a patch was available

Because we all know we do not patch quickly

Patching is never a top priority for our employers

To win we must Patch
 The instant the patch is available

 The instant the database detects a threat

Scheduling outages and patching guarantees failure
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Must I Prove The Point
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Cyber Criminals Are Winning
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More Automation is Required
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Machine Learning (1:2)
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Machine Learning (2:2)
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Log File Mining
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Automated Attack Remediation
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Our Careers (1:3)
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Our Careers (2:3)
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Our Careers (3:3)
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Experian: A Case Study
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Are You The Next Experian? (1:5)

 Did Experian meet comply with its internal governance rules?

 Did Experian pass its Sarbanes-Oxley and PCI audits?

 Does Experian have a firewall?

 Does Experian use Identity Management?

 Do Experian employees need a valid userid and password to access data?

 Are Experian's customers required to identify themselves to log in?
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Are You The Next Experian? (2:5)

 According to Experian an Apache Struts patching failure allowed the theft of 
data from 145,000,000 people some of whom are sitting in this room

 Do you believe Experian?

 I don't

 Security is not "I put a lock on the front door"
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Are You The Next Experian? (3:5)

 Every bank has a front door with a lock

 Every bank also has a vault with a separate door and a separate lock

 If you get into a bank vault you don't get access to every safe deposit box

 But if you get into Experian ... 

If someone gets into your database what do they get? One row or all rows?

SELECT *

FROM all_records

WHERE rownum <   ;
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Are You The Next Experian? (4:5)

 What if?

 Every database login fired a SYSTEM EVENT trigger?
CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER sec_trig

AFTER LOGON

ON DATABASE

DECLARE

connIP VARCHAR2(20);

BEGIN

connIP := STANDARD_HASH(sys_context('USERENV', 'IP_ADDRESS'));

IF connIP is NULL THEN

RAISE_APPLICATION_ERROR(-20099, 'No IP Address - Notify Security');

END IF;

IF connIP = '90AA44756BD2F4FC2390F903A6F25F43216B0790' THEN

seclvl.user_ctx.set_ctx;

ELSIF connIP = '2644215C027E084A0E992F026F9F3B484150D184' THEN

seclvl.bank_ctx.set_ctx;

ELSE

RAISE_APPLICATION_ERROR(-20099, 'Invalid IP Address - Notify Security');

END IF;

END sec_trig;

/
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Are You The Next Experian? (5:5)

 And every user access had a Row Level Security policy?

 And every access request was row limited by the context?

 And the user_sec function did this

 Or this

Could someone steal 145,000,000 rows?

exec dbms_rls.add_policy(USER, 'CREDIT_RPT_VIEW', 'USER_VIEW_POLICY', USER, 'credit_sec.user_sec', 'SELECT');

exec dbms_rls.add_policy(USER, 'CREDIT_RPT_VIEW', 'BANK_VIEW_POLICY', USER, 'credit_sec.bank_sec', 'SELECT');

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE credit_sec AS

FUNCTION user_sec(owner VARCHAR2, objname VARCHAR2) RETURN VARCHAR2;

FUNCTION bank_sec(owner VARCHAR2, objname VARCHAR2) RETURN VARCHAR2;

END credit_sec;

/

IF (sys_context('credit_rpt', 'user_role') = 'USER') THEN

predicate := 'rownum <= 1';

ELSE

predicate := '1 = 2';

END IF;

RETURN predicate;

IF (sys_context('credit_rpt', 'user_role') = 'BANK') THEN

predicate := 'rownum <= 10001';

ELSE

predicate := '1 = 2';

END IF;

RETURN predicate;
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Security in the Cloud
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Oracle Management & Security Cloud
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Oracle Management Cloud
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CASB (1:3)
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CASB (2:3)
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CASB (3:3)
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Wrap Up
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How Database Breaches Really Occur

 48% involve privilege misuse

 40% result from hacking

 38% utilized malware

 28% employed social engineering

 15% physical attacks

Percentages do not add up to 100% because many breaches employed multiple tactics in parallel or were outliers

Types of hacking by percent of breaches within hacking and percent of records

Valid login credentials                                                                                                      38% / 86%

Exploited backdoor or command/control channel                                                                                29% / 5%

SQL Injection                                                                                                                25% / 89%
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SQL Injection
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Both Of These Train Wrecks Were Avoidable

DIR=/opt/oracle/scripts

. /home/oracle/.profile_db

DB_NAME=hrrpt

ORACLE_SID=$DB_NAME"1"

export ORACLE_SID

SPFILE=`more $ORACLE_HOME/dbs/init$ORACLE_SID.ora | grep -i spfile`

PFILE=$ORACLE_BASE/admin/$DB_NAME/pfile/init$ORACLE_SID.ora

LOG=$DIR/refresh_$DB_NAME.log

RMAN_LOG=$DIR/refresh_$DB_NAME"_rman".log

PRD_PWD=sys_pspr0d

PRD_SID=hrprd1

PRD_R_UNAME=rman_pshrprd

PRD_R_PWD=pspr0d11

PRD_BK=/backup/hrprd/rman_bk

SEQUENCE=`grep "input archive log thread" $PRD_BK/bk.log | tail -1 | awk '{ print $5 }'`

THREAD=`grep "input archive log thread" $PRD_BK/bk.log | tail -1 | awk '{ print $4 }'`

BK_DIR=/backup/$DB_NAME/rman_bk

EXPDIR=/backup/$DB_NAME/exp

DMPFILE=$EXPDIR/exp_sec.dmp

IMPLOG=$EXPDIR/imp_sec.log

EXPLOG=$EXPDIR/exp_sec.log

EXP_PARFILE=$DIR/exp_rpt.par

IMP_PARFILE=$DIR/imp_rpt.par

uname=rman_pshrprd

pwd=pspr0d11

rman target sys/$PRD_PWD@$PRD_SID catalog $PRD_R_UNAME/$PRD_R_PWD@catdb auxiliary / << EOF > $RMAN_LOG

run{

set until $SEQUENCE $THREAD;

ALLOCATE AUXILIARY CHANNEL aux2 DEVICE TYPE DISK;

duplicate target database to $DB_NAME;

}

EOF
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 You can't dig yourself out of a hole after the sides have fallen in

 Few organizations have the skill set required to secure their 
databases and operational environments

 Less than 1% of DBA "training" involves security

 If we, as a nation keep doing 
security the way we've been 
doing it up to now

 Our employer are at risk

 Our careers are at risk

Conclusions
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Sirius: The Second Largest Security Integrator in North America

7th straight year CRN Top 50 Providers
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This Is Our New Reality

 A reality that you must embrace
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Thank You

Seattle Training Day 2018

Daniel A. Morgan
dmorgan@forsythe.com
+1 206-669-2949


